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Abstract: The Circular Economy is gaining traction in the European Union and all over the world 
as a transition away from the extractive and exploitative linear economy. In Hawaiʻi, the cultural 
value of aloha ʻāina is a philosophy describing a set of values grounded in a relationship of kinship 
between people and the environment. Aloha ʻĀina structured centuries of sustainability and it has 
evolved over generations to frame community responses to crucial issues today, such as climate 
change, oligopolistic markets, and contemporary land management. This paper sits at the intersec-
tion of cross-disciplinary collaboration, sustainability, and sustainable development. Participative 
moderate observations and intentional cross-cultural exchanges of knowledge over five years be-
tween scholars and experts in the major fields of indigenous Hawaiian knowledge and industrial 
ecology inspired the concepts explored in this paper, which address the question of how aloha ʻāina 
and the Circular Economy can engage with each other in the collective effort to combat climate 
change, guide sustainable development efforts, and transition societies toward sustainability. Ex-
tensive literature reviews and insight gained through site visits to sustainability projects inform the 
discussion of best practices from opposite parts of the globe—Hawaiʻi and Germany—to put into 
conversation two worldviews and present resulting implications and lessons learned. Essential 
findings describe the benefits of knowledge exchange between members of global practitioner net-
works. By shifting expert and participant roles according to which projects are being observed, 
cross-cultural characteristics can be explored at a deeper level, which allow participants to employ 
best practices to their respective theories. The Circular Economy’s engagement with indigenous 
knowledge systems is an opportunity to ally and produce solutions to the challenges associated 
with changing the linear economy while addressing both environmental and social justice issues. 
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1. Introduction 
Transforming existing social and economic systems to better sustain the earth and its 
natural systems is necessary to combat human-induced climate change. Addressing the 
complex issues and challenges of sustainability is arguably one of the most important 
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value of aloha ʻāina is a hilosophy describing a set of values gr unded in a relationship of kinship 
betwe n people a  the enviro ment. Alo  ʻĀina struct red centuries f sustainability and it has 
evolv d over g nerations to frame community responses to crucial issues today, such as climate 
change, oligopolistic markets, a d contemporary land management. This paper sits at the intersec-
tion of cross-disciplinary collab ration, sustainability, and sust inable development. Participative 
moderate obs rv tions a  intenti nal cross-cultural exc anges of knowl d e ov r five years be-
tween sc olars and experts in th  major fi lds of indigenous Hawaiian knowledge and industrial 
ecology i spir d the concepts xplor d in this paper, which address the questio  of how aloha ʻāina 
and the Circular Ec no y can engage with each other i  the collectiv  effort to combat climate 
change, guide sustainable development efforts, and transition societies toward sustainability. Ex-
tensive literature reviews and insight gained through site visits to sustainability projects inform the 
discussion of be t practices from opposite parts f the globe—Hawaiʻi and Germany—to put into 
conversation two worldvie s and present resulting implications a  lessons learned. Essential 
findings describe the benefits of kno ledge exchange betwee  members of global practitioner net-
works. B  shifti  expert and participa t roles according to which projects are being observed, 
cross-cultural characteristics can be explored at a deeper level, which allow participants to employ 
b st practices to t eir respective t eories. The Circular Economy’s engage ent with indigenous 
kn ledge systems is an opportunity t  all  and pr duce sol tions to th  challe ges associated 
wi h changing the linear e nomy while addressing both environmental an  social justice issues. 
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1. Introduction
Tra sformi existing s cial and econo ic s st ms t better sustain t e rth and
its natural systems is necessary t co bat h man-induced climate change. Addr ssing
the complex issues and challe s of sustainability is arguably one f the most mportan
problems humanity must solve. Solutions require a multidisciplinary approach acros three
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pillars: environment, economy, and society [1]. Sustainability is more than its technical fac-
tors; it extends beyond concerns for carrying capacity, and solutions must include economic
and social factors. Reaching solutions that balance the three dimensions of sustainability
(environmental, economic, social) is difficult. This requires bridging disciplinary gaps to
link diverse fields in order to propose solutions toward achieving sustainability [2]. It is
also essential to ensure the pervasive and comprehensive incorporation of sustainable
development into all sectors—industry, government, and community. The UN Sustainable
Development Goals, adopted as part of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development in
2015, set an example, and in broad strokes, they address climate change, inequality, and in-
justice. With sustainability as a state in which to strive for and sustainable development
as the course of action to achieve, this paper sits at the intersection of cross-disciplinary
collaboration, sustainability, and sustainable development [3,4]. The Circular Economy
(CE), as a new business and economic model, is demonstrating significant, positive impacts
in environmental, human health, and social spheres leading toward more sustainable
development and an overall harmonious society [5]. The goal of the Circular Economy
is to decouple economic growth from environmental degradation to increase economic
output and job growth while decreasing harmful impact on the environment and natural
resources. Contrasted with the present linear economy, where goods and services are
produced through a linear process often described as take–make–use–waste, a Circular
Economy would shift our present state to a model where we design durable products,
reduce resource consumption, recapture resource materials from products, and then re-
purpose wasted materials into new products [6,7]. The business, economic, and scientific
incentives of initiating the CE have been established in guidelines produced by the Eu-
ropean Union. However, there is much work to be done to help develop the underlying
values and ethics required to shift societies away from short-term wealth production at
the expense of natural resources and toward the prioritization of economic growth that
also enhances the environment. The relationship between culture and sustainable develop-
ment is undeniably relevant [8,9], and this relationship has been recognized. Sustainable
Development Goal 11 describes culture as a crucial role in building inclusive, safe, resilient,
and sustainable cities and human settlements. More specifically, Target 11.4 calls for the
protection of the world’s cultural and natural heritage [10]. Much has been written recently
about culture in the sustainable development context, but there is minimal research on
what indigenous knowledge can contribute in navigating challenges of achieving sustain-
ability [11]. Much more exploration of the purposeful integration of indigenous knowledge
systems and the Circular Economy needs to be conducted. This paper focuses on this gap
in the academic conversation and literature.
Klein identifies bridging gaps between colonial and local indigenous traditions in
particular as a requirement to achieve sustainability [12]. Indigenous knowledge systems
and their wealth of information could help inform the ways in which societies can persist
in closer union with the natural world [13]. Science, defined as a “systematic approach to
understanding natural and physical phenomena,” values observation and interpretation.
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pl s, liv d science by observing and interpre ing natural phenomena sy tematically [14].
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i gr unded in an ancestral worl view tha co siders the environment as kin, and it
is a system of values perpetuat d over gener tions. It has ins ir d a historic l co omy
of abundance, supported by cl sed l op q a- and gricultural structures that w re sus-
tainable for ce turies. It has evolved over time to frame social, economic, d natural
resource challenges, as well as put int practice sustainability efforts utilizi g those same
structures. The CE is a response to the climate emergency to address the environmental,
social, and economic issues that we face today. CE aims to model economic activities
after ecosystems to be resource-efficient, sustainable, and competitive by closing loops in
Sustainability 2021, 13, 2984 3 of 16
economic structures. Both concepts share similarities, such as considering the environment
as a model for economic activity. There are also contrasts; CE is a recently developed
technical approach to address issues caused by climate change, rooted in ecological and
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āi is act alized
as a multi-generational cultural framework perpe uated by community members thr ugh
intimate, place-based relationships.
2. Methods
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i, dustrial cology sch lar from the University of Augsburg, and expert
practitioners from c mmunity projects. We come from diff rent academia sectors and
carry differing worl views, areas of expertise, and tools of inquiry. However, in this
paper, we c me together in conversation to reflect on the knowledge exchanged over a five-
year i ternational partnership. This partnership included presentations to demonstrate
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evolved over generations to frame community responses to crucial issues today, such as climate 
change, oligopolistic markets, and contemporary land management. This paper sits at the intersec-
tion of cross-disciplinary collaboration, sustainability, and sustainable development. Participative 
moderate observations and intentional cross-cultural exchanges of knowledge over five years be-
tween scholars and experts in the major fields of indigenous Hawaiian knowledge and industrial 
ecology inspired the concepts explored in this paper, which address the question of how aloha ʻāina 
and the Circular Economy can engage with each other in the collective effort to combat climate 
change, guide sustainable development efforts, and transition societies toward sustainability. Ex-
tensive literature reviews and insight gained through site visits to sustainability projects inform the 
discussion of best practices from opposite parts of the globe—Hawaiʻi and Germany—to put into 
conversation two worldviews and present resulting implications and lessons learned. Essential 
findings describe the benefits of knowledge exchange between members of global practitioner net-
works. By shifting expert and participant roles according to which projects are being observed, 
cross-cultural characteristics can be explored at a deeper level, which allow participants to employ 
best practices to their respective theories. The Circular Economy’s engagement with indigenous 
knowledge systems is an opportunity to ally and produce solutions to the challenges associated 
with changing the linear economy while addressing both environmental and social justice issues. 
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i at Mānoa
and the University f A gsburg. These ntentio al excha f knowledge a loc l sit
across conti ents i spired he concepts and u timate findings outlined in this paper.
As n alternative to participant bserv tion, moderate p rticipa t observation de-
scribes the methods employed in this r search. Moderate participation constitutes the
rese rcher mai taining balance between insider and outsider roles, which accounts for a
combinatio of both volvement nd objectivity [16,17]. In this case, the observations are
done by local exper rese rchers. The observing units are sustainability and projects taking
place in differing cultural contexts influenced by different theoretical backgrounds; the
Circular Economy informs the project in Germany, and Aloha
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i. However, these obs rvations were co uc d between re re n atives of differ-
ent cul ures, who therefore shift d the expert nd parti ipant’s role depending on which
projects were b ing obs rved. Therefore, du to th shifting rol in thi cro s-cultural
exchange, the author eam is positione to employ omparative analysis in order to
gain a deeper understanding of cross-cultu al ch ract ristics. In this paper, cross-cultural
observation with moderate participation and expert/participant exchange [18] is utilized
in order to answer the following research questions: (1) Under which co ditions are sus-
tainable projects uccessful? (2) What can we learn from ea h oth r? To b gin considering
he rese rch q estion, t e authors completed methodical literatur reviews most famili r
with their respected major fields. Insight gained through visits to community sites and
conversations with grassroots ommunity members inform the discussion of and case
studies from d ffering cultural diver e contexts. T e qualitative representations that result
are useful in putting int conversation and e gag wo worldviews with the ultimate
Sustainability 2021, 13, 2984 4 of 16
goal of allyship to guide communities and governmental policy all over the world toward
sustainability.
3. Historical Background
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Ō wi incorporat d our ulean to l v , s ve, nd honor land i this recipr cal re-
lationsh p into ever strat f soci ty, f om r ligious, to p litical, t soc al, and to conom
practices [23].
In 1971, the “Modern Hawa ian Move ent” began with th non-violent pr t t of
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āi
was dentified by Ha nani-Kay Trask as the cu tural alu th characteriz d the ser es of
land struggles that would follow in the 1970s d 1980s [25], n which communiti s across
the archipelago effectively ad ocated for the protection of their places through ac ivism.
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law against live fi e training by he United St tes military led to his
status as cult r l h r that r e out of the Mod rn H w ian Move ent [26] His steadfast
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sacred. The church of life is not in a buil i g, it is the open sky, he surrounding
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ocean, the beautiful soil. My duty is to protect Mother Earth, who gives me life.
And to give thanks with humility as well as ask for forgiveness for the arrogance
and insensitivity of man.” [28]
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Abstract: Th  Circular Econ my is gaining tracti n in t  E r p an Un on and all over the w rl
as  transition way from the extr tive and xplo t ti e line r eco o y. In Hawaiʻi, h  cul u al 
val e of aloha ʻāin  is a philos phy des ibi g a set of values grounded in a lationsh p of kinship 
betwe n people and the enviro ment. Aloha ʻĀina str cture  uri s of sustai abili y and it has 
evolved over generations to frame c mmunity responses  crucial issues toda , su h a  clima  
change, ligopoli tic markets, and contemporary land management. This pape  sits t th  intersec-
tion of cross-disciplinary collaboratio , sustai ability, and sustain ble devel pme t. Par icipativ  
moderate observations and intentional c oss-cultural exchanges of knowledge over five year  be-
tween scholars and experts i  the major fields of indige ous Hawaiian kno l dg  a d ind st ial 
ecology inspired the concept  explored in this paper, which a dr s th  qu stio  of how aloha ʻāina 
and the Circular Economy can engage with each other in the collective effort to combat clima e 
change, guide sustainable development efforts, nd tra sitio  socie ie  tow rd u tain bility. Ex-
tensive literature reviews and in ight gain d through s t  visi s to s stainabili y proj ts inf rm th  
discussion of best practices from oppo i e parts of the globe—Haw iʻi and Germany—to put into 
co versation two worldvie s d present resulting implic tio s and lesso s lear e . E e tial 
findings describe the benefits f knowledge exchange betwe n members of global practitioner net-
works. By shifting expert and pa ticipant rol s according to which proj cts are being observed, 
c oss-cultural characteristics can b  explored at a deep r level, which llow part cipa ts t  employ 
best practices to their respective theori s. The Circular E onomy’s e gagement with indigenous 
knowledge syste s is an opportunity to ally and produce soluti ns to the challenges associated 
with changing the linear economy while addressing both environmenta  and social justi e issues. 
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1. Introduction 
T ansforming existing social and economic systems t  better sustain the earth and its 
natural systems is necessary to combat human-induced climate change. Addressing the 
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value of aloha ʻā na is a p iloso y scrib g  et of valu s groun ed in  r lationship of kinship 
betw n people and the envir nment. Aloha ʻĀi a structured ce turies f sustainability and it has 
evolved over generatio s to frame community resp nse  to crucial is ues today, such a  climate 
ch nge, oligopolistic ma k t , and contempor ry la d m n gement. This p per sits at the i tersec-
tion f cross-d sciplinary collab rati n, sustainabilit , and sustainable develop t. Participa ive 
moderate bservatio s and inte tio l cross-cultur l exchang s of kn wledge over fiv  yea s be-
twe n chola s and experts i  the major field  of indigenous Haw ii  knowledge and industr al 
cology inspired the co ce ts xplored in t is p pe , wh h d ress the qu stion of how aloha ʻāina 
and t e Circular Ec n my a  ngage with each oth r in the coll ctiv  effort to combat climate 
c a ge, guid  s st in ble dev lopment fforts, a d transit on so i ties toward sustai ability. Ex-
t nsive l eratur reviews and in ght g i ed through site visits to sustainabili y pr jects inform the 
di cus ion of best prac ices f om oppos te parts of th glob —Hawa ʻi and G rmany—to pu  into 
conv rsation two worldvi ws a present res l ng implications nd lessons l arned. Essential 
findings describe the benefits of k owl dge exchange b tw en me bers of gl b l practitioner net-
works. By shifting expert nd partic n  roles according to which projects re being observed, 
c o s-cultural ch acteristics can be xplored at a deeper l vel, which allow participants to employ 
best practic s to their respective heories. The Circular Economy’s engagement with indigenous 
knowledge systems is an oppor unity to ally and r duce solutio s to the challenges associated 
wi h changing the linear ec no y while addressing both environmental and social justice issues. 
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change, guide sust inable dev lopme t efforts, and transition soci ties toward sus ain bility. x-
tensive literatur  reviews nd insight g ined through site visits t  sustaina ili y roj c s inform th  
discussi n of best practic s from opposite parts of th  glo —Hawaiʻi and Germ y—to put int  
conversation two worldviews and present resulting im licatio s and l so s le r ed. Ess nti l 
findings describe the be fits of knowledge exchange between members of global practitioner net-
w rks. By shifting expert and participa t roles ac or ing to which projects ar  being obse ved, 
cross-cultur l characteristics can be explored at a deeper level, which allow participants to e ploy 
best practices to their respective theories. The Circular Economy’s engag me t with indigenous 
knowledge systems is an opportunity to ally and produce soluti s to the challe ge  associated 
with changing the li ear economy while addressing both environmental and social justice issues. 
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value of aloha ʻāina is a philosophy describing a set of values gr nd d in a r lati ship of kinship 
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tion of cross-discip inary collaboration, sustainab lity, an  sust inable developm t. Part cipative 
moderate observations and intentional cross-cultural exc anges of knowledg  over five years be-
tween sc olars and experts in the major fiel s f indigenous Haw iian knowledge and industri l 
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ohana that c nsti e e commu ity
within which the economic lif moved.” [32] (pp. 5–6)
There i also eviden e t at resi en s f parti ular c mmuniti s eng ge n exc ge
am g wid r omm nity circle . Hom o i entifies “exc ange” a a form f ift-givi g
nd barter, b t sig ificant evidenc sho ex h ng of “pu gifts” ith no r turn ex-
pected, whic is found t b cha teri tic of P ly es a char ct r. R gi ns t nd t off r
s plus oods, r i ems f unique p ior qu lity, i r tur f r items m e r adily av il-
a le in other reas [33]. T re was o curr cy becau e f he absence f economic concep s
n which such a medium coul be bas d, su as su pl p opriation, v lue stor ng,
r paym defe ral. Since there was no idea of fi c al rofit fr m exc ange, there was
also no concept of economic exploitation [34]. However, e titie that could not be give o
held for the exclusive use of a si le erson were land a d w ter. The idea of exclusive pri-
vate ownership of land and resources as not a part of ancestral society. Precious resources
such as water, as the source of life to land and man, was not the possession of a single
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i with simila und rlyi g values to the Circular
Econ my. With the use of locally sourced m terial, the economy was based on human
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accumulation of mate ial wealth, a d it supp rted a flo rishing population comprised of
800,000 to 1,000,000 people [36].
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i, caused he ebilitation of
land and communiti s across the islands [39–41]. When the United State claimed Hawaii
as the 50th State in 1959, it set the stage for an econ mic transitio from the plantation
to a tourist-based economy. Although visitor expenditures m ke up majority perc nt
of the State’s tax revenu , the existing extractive tourist industry is ti d to multinational
corp rate interests, causi g much revenue to leave the local economy a d be returned to
foreign companies [42]. Additionally, the industry poses a significant threat to cultural
and community identity due to the development of precious lands and resources, yet the
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i to achiev global Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs); objectives
for sustainability are integrated, includ ng clea energy, local food, and waste reduction,
with a commitment to achieve thes objectives by 2030 [46].
3.2. Sustainable Development and Circular Economy in Europe
The C cular Eco omy ffers an lternative o the profit-driven linear economy.
As such, it could be a odel that aids in addressing the co plex et of enviro men-
t l, ocial, and economic proble that come with the limate crisis. One k y insight
toward a circul r econo y i th rethinki g of “waste”. Na r ’s biological metabolism
work in lo ps [47], resulting i waste being non-existent naturally as material is effectively
recycl d. The ppro ch of a Circular Eco omy takes ecosystems as a role model and aims
to make our economic activities mor regenerative, resource-efficient, sustainable, yet still
competitive by clo ing the loop withi our economic model.
A range of scholarly lite ature analyzes different defi iti ns of Circular Ec nomy [48,49]
and its pportuni ies and barrier [50–52]. A commonly agre d aim of the Circular Economy
is maximizing resource efficie cy by keeping materials at their highest v lu at all times [7].
Furthe key aspects are he minimization of waste as well as a decoupling of economic
growth from resource use [53], or ev one step further, the “do ble” decoupling of
econo c activi y from resourc use and from environmental impacts.
The co cept of a Circular Economy is not a new business mo el, but i has been
evolving i ce the 1970s, ba ed o different schools of thoug t. The first idea of Circular
Economy can be traced ck to the American economist K nneth E. Boulding [5], who in-
troduced an “op n econo y” and “closed economy”. An “open economy” would have an
unlimited capacity of the outside to supply or receiv energy and mat rial, while a “closed
Sustainability 2021, 13, 2984 7 of 16
economy” would have no exchanges of matter with the outside environment; resources
would remain as long as possible a part of the economy [54]. A closed economic system
would be characterized as a circular relationship, where everything is input into everything
else [47]. According to extensive literature by Wautelet (2018), the origins of Circular Econ-
omy are mainly rooted in ecological and environmental economics as well as industrial
ecology. Additionally, more recent schools of thought, such as performance economy,
cradle to cradle, biomimicry, natural capitalism, and blue economy have contributed to the
emergence of the concept of Circular Economy [53].
A common perspective on CE is based on “the principle waste equals food, which implies
that all products and industrial processes should be designed to enable the perpetual flow
of resources within one of two distinct metabolisms (cycles): the biological metabolism and
the technical metabolism” [47]. The two cycles distinguish two types of products depending
on their use: products of consumption and products of service [55]. This distinction is
illustrated by the butterfly diagram below (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. A circular economy se ks to rebuild capital, whether this is financial, manufactured, human, social, or natural.
This ensures enhanced fl s services. The system diagram illustrates the co tin ous flow of technical
and biological materials through the “value circle” (illustration based on Hutner, 2017 and Ellen MacArth r Foundation,
2019) [56,57].
The gre n cycle illustrates the flow of products of c nsumption (i.e., food r bi degrad-
able shampoo). These products are consumed during the us phase nd are supposed to
be iodegradable, so they can serve as nutrients and feed back into biological proces es
at the end of their lifespan. The blue cycle describes products of service, for example
smartphones t at are of synthetic or mineral nature and are therefore not
biodegr dable. The manufacturing of these products is reso rce i t i [58].
Therefore, the products should remain in the use phase for as long as pos ible. A lifetime
extension can be achieved through repair, share, reuse, or refurbishing. At the end of their
life span, products should be recycled, so materials can feed back into the production phase
as secondary materials [55].
The EU’s adoption of the SDGs is a part of implementing change in society. The Sus-
tainable Development Goals address the global challenges we face, including those related
Sustainability 2021, 13, 2984 8 of 16
to poverty, inequality, climate, environmental degradation, prosperity, peace, and justice;
they are the blueprint for achieving a better and more sustainable future for all. Their key
aspects include fostering economic growth, reducing disparities in living standards, en-
suring the same chances for everyone, sustainable resource management, and ensuring
the preservation of ecosystems while strengthening their resilience. Today, the Division for
Sustainable Development Goals plays a key role in the implementation of the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development, which all United Nations Member States adopted in 2015.
In order to make the 2030 Agenda a reality, broad ownership of the SDGs must translate
into a strong commitment by all stakeholders to implement the global goals. These SDGs,
at the heart of the 2030 Agenda, are behind the European Commission’s adoption of an am-
bitious Circular Economy Package in 2018 to stimulate Europe’s transition toward a circular
economy while continuing to boost global competitiveness, foster sustainable economic
growth, and generate new jobs [59]. The Circular Economy is a model leading toward more
sustainable development approaches, and therefore, a harmonious society is ultimately
based on closed-loop systems that mimic natural processes. By considering economic,
environmental, technological, and social aspects as well as their interaction across sectors
and industries, the Circular Economy strives to implement a greener economy by contextu-
alizing entire life cycles of processes [5]. Then, it is beneficial to investigate the sustainable
economies developed by indigenous nations that supported thriving populations, who ini-
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Recent years have se n Germany pioneer an nergy revolution called th “Energie-
wende” (en rgy transition), w ich is a vocated by scientists as a model all nati ns should
strive for t avoid limate disaster. The “Energiewende” is influenced by a grassroots
campaign planned by Germany to replace nuclear energy and fossil fuels with renewable
energy, and it is a c m itment to slash the c untry’s carbon emissions in comparison t
1990 by 55% in 2030, and by at least 80% b 2050. A bill boosting this transform tion incor-
porated a crucial principle in 1990: pro uc rs of renewable energy wer allowed the right
to feed into the grid, and utilities have to pay them [60]. The small village o Wildpoldsried
in southern Germany has invested in ren wable energy projects for the past w decades
to become a powerhouse in the country’ re ewable energy t ansformation thr ugh the
nation’s “pay back” policy on renewabl energy investments and its community-driven
vision of environmental and economic stewardship [61].
The modest farming community of Wildpoldsried in the State of Bavaria has gone
beyond energy independence by producing a significant energy surplus, which is sold back
to the grid for millions in annual revenue. The Village Council produced “Wildpoldsried
Innovativ Richtungsweisend” in 1999 (Wildpoldsried Innovative Leadership, WIR-2020),
which is a mission statement that outlined three focus areas: renewable energy and saving
energy, the ecological construction of buildings using ecological building materials, and the
protection of water including ecological disposal of wastewater. Through these focus areas,
the town committed to producing 100% of its electricity from renewable energy by 2020 [61].
Today, the town boasts diverse list of projects: five biogas plants, eleven wind turbines,
a atural was ewater a hydropower system, along with photovoltaic installation, several
municipal an residential b omass heating systems, solar thermal systems, and geothermal
systems produ e a holistic portfolio of re wable energy production manag by a smart
grid operated by the town [62]. The small but enga d community bypas ed their or gina
goal of generating 100% of their electricity through renewable energy by 2020; they were
already producing 321% of its electricity by 2011 and received 5.7 million Euro (6.4 million
USD) in revenue from the surplus [61]. By 2017, Wildpoldsried produced 500% more energy
than it needs [62].
It is worth noting the role of the community in the development of renewable energy
infrastructure. Inspired by WIR-2020, a civic society formed in 1999 established a company
Sustainability 2021, 13, 2984 9 of 16
to build two community windmills through investor-contributed funds, along with a small
grant from the State of Bavaria. The successful construction of more windmills, a biogas
plant, and a natural wastewater system over the next seven years were all funded through
investors and government grants [58]. The economic incentive provided by the German
government is also notable; the original “feed-in tariff” passed in 1990 introduced the
potential for citizens to receive revenue from surplus energy, but the original payment was
relatively low. Economic viability was not achieved until the Renewable Energy Source
Act of 2000, when a new feed-in tariff was introduced that led to significant profits and
increased investment in renewable energy, especially solar, leading to the expansion of
renewable infrastructure [60,61]. As a part of the nation-wide transformation to renewable
energy, Wildpoldsried models community sustainability through numerous initiatives.
This example provides insight into the emergence of a Circular Economy at the local level
through the collective engagement of farmers and citizens taking the lead to invest in
renewable infrastructure and their economic growth from a transformation supported by
government initiatives.
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i occurring som time after 500 CE (Common Era) [63]. Numerous environmental
reso rces of the archipelago wo ld attract early Pacific settlers: fertile soils in broad valleys
to plant crops, freshwater s reams flowing from the mountains for irrigation, and extensive,
well-developed coral reef syst ms [30]. Exponential population growth thereafter led to the
implementation of strategic agri- and aquacultural systems [64] to develop a sophisticated,
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a kuapā and their key c mponents: permeable
seawalls, channels for wa er flushi g or inflow, and gr t -structured wooden sluice gat s.
As a r su t, they became exte sive operati g syste s with significant roduction ou puts
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i emerged from relati nship of k nship
betw n the earth a d people th t driv indigenou Hawaiian identity and existence,
and it is a phi o phy that can be employed to g ide the emotio l, socio-psychological
chang s ecess ry to i stit te systemic change nd a paradigm shift tow rd r thinking
and reorganizing global eco omic pr c sses. The conflicts ov r natural resources between
indigenous and Eurocent ic cultures reflect systematic differ nces between them. The in-
digenous w rldview is evid ntly eco-centric; it is marked by values that prioritize group
welfare. Furthermore, the assignment of sanctity to natural resou ces is a representation of
the spiritual connection be ween people and nature, which situates the environm nt as a
life source and “a kind of extended self”. On the other h nd, the European worldview is of-
ten characterized as homocentric, which prioritizes the ccumulation of individual wealth
and/or property [73]. The strict binary that sets nature apart from culture is arguably the
most important gap between Eurocentric and indigenous views of sustainability; there is a
need to address that gap to institute the systemic change needed for a successful transition
to circular economies.
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i provide vignettes
into alternate economic possibi ities. The case of Wildspoldried ill minates the tru t ral
change possible through community commitment to ch ge. The rural village models the
top–down, policy-driven approach of the Circular Economy in Germany. The multisc lar
character of change is important to consider in this case; grassroots community ng gement
and decision-making is a crucial factor in which change is inspired, while tangible systems
are upheld by governments.
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a are fo nded o sim lar
underlying values as that of the Circula Economy: initial investm nt i design manu-
facturing products of integrity, high value, and long life, low m i e ance expecta ions
over time, and innovation. Environments with prime c ditions wer c r fully chos n,
and a artific al ecosyst m was eff tively reated geared specific lly for t ro and fish
cultivation. Initial invest e ts of high la or inputs i t eir construction led to complex,
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i with high production yield over long per ods without
requir ments of painstaking anageme t. The Circular Economy also cal s for innova-
tion, which requires imperative vision by predicti g future t chnological changes and
environme tal impacts of production. Over the last two c nturi s, devastating factors
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Ā and other indigenou knowledge systems have struggled with the linear
economy in different ways; there is now an opportunity to ally and uplift to change
the outcomes of how the system is func ioning;
• The goals of a CE to change the status quo of linear economic systems could benefit by
also addressing social justice and environmental justice issues of indigenous peoples
and other peoples of color;
• Establishing networks of local–global practitioners is beneficial to solving complex
sustainability issues and addressing environmental and social justice.
Through cross-cultural mod rate particip t observation, and international knowl-
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tion of cross-disciplinary collaborati n, sustainability, and sustainable development. Participative 
moderate observations and intentional cross-cultural exchanges of knowledge over five years be-
tween scholars and experts in t e major fields of indigenous Hawaiian knowledge and industrial 
ecology inspired the concepts explored in this paper, which address the question of how aloha ʻāina 
and the Circula  Economy can engag  with each other in the collective effort to combat climate 
change, guide sustainable dev lopment efforts, and transition societies toward sustainability. Ex-
tensive literature reviews and insight gained through site visits to sustainability projects inform the 
discussion of best practices from pposite parts of the globe—Hawaiʻi and Germany—to put into 
conversation two worldviews and present resulting implications a d le so s learned. Essential 
findings describe the benefits of knowledge exchange between members of global practitioner net-
works. By shifting expert and participant roles according to which projects are being observed, 
cross-cultural characteristics can be explored at a deeper level, which allow participa ts to employ 
best practices to their respective theories. The Circular Economy’s engagement with indigenous 
knowledge systems is an opportunity to ally and produce solutions to the challenges associated 
with changing the linear economy while addressing both environmental and social justice issues. 
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āi . A sig ifi-
can issue in Hawaii’s current events is center d arou loc l com un ties challenging
the Thirty Met r Telescope (TMT) construction on Mau a Kea, a sacred site of spiritu l–
cultural significance and Haw ii’s tallest mountain [74]. This even could rv as a o ern
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¯i and he Circular Economy c be empl yed together.
Sustainability 2021, 13, 2984 12 of 16
After three decades of mismanagement by state entities, thirteen observatory facilities
make up the world’s largest astronomy observatory complex on Mauna Kea’s summit [75].
Despite the already dense concentration of observatory facilities on the mountaintop,
documented mismanagement, continuous community outcry against further development,
and “significant, substantial and adverse” harm to Mauna Kea caused by astronomy
industry development, the controversial Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) project would
constitute an 32,375.32 m2 construction footprint and extensive environmental impact
as the fourteenth telescope facility. In October 2018, the state Supreme Court ruled in
favor of TMT’s construction due to the reasoning that despite constitutional and statutory
protections, the degradation to the summit of Mauna Kea was already so substantially
adverse that the TMT would have little substantial impact. Associate Justice Michael
Wilson wrote in his dissent: “Under this new principle of natural resource law, one of the
most sacred resources of the Hawaiian culture loses its protection because it has previously
undergone substantial adverse impact from prior development of telescopes [ . . . ] the
BLNR applies what can be described as a degradation principle to cast off cultural or
environmental protection by establishing that prior degradation of the resource—to a
level of damage causing a substantial adverse impact—extinguishes the legal protection
afforded to natural resources in the conservation district” [76,77]. Justice Wilson properly
calls out the paradox of the operation of the linear economy on the summit of Mauna Kea,
that prior degradation is used to justify future degradation at the expense of culture and
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āi p ovide?
On a mountain peak with finit resources and space, the development timeline on
the mountain is a small-sc le model f a linear eco omy: obse vatory faciliti s were
allowed to be constructed—regardless of their harmful environmental and social impacts—
without firm plans for their timely d construction or removal. In a Circular Econ my,
the decommissioning process, including accountable entities an dedicated budgeting,
would be included in the design and initial management plans submitted for permitting,
which are then enacted as soon as a facility is rendered out of commission. Planning
ahead of time, holding the producer responsible for waste management, and firm financial
commitments for deconstruction are all methods that would be required within a Circular
Economy. First efforts toward a circular economic redesign of telescope facilities also exist;
mirror segments can be recoated instead of replaced [78], zero-discharge waste systems and
chemical storage enclosures can be designed [79], and parts from facility deconstruction
can be refurbished or reused to install new telescope structures, rather than enlarging the
existing footprint by building entirely new structures [80]. Furthermore, new proposals
for future astrophysics missions out of NASA are for space telescopes designed to study
the solar system with expected launches in the mid-2030s [81]. Since TMT completion was
projected for 2027, the device would already be nearing the end of its relevancy before the
launch of the space telescopes less than ten years after that may define the next generation
of astrophysics.
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āi and he Circular Economy
might come tog ther as catalysts for global change. Last ng change requires creative solu-
tions to deeply complex structural probl ms. The Circular Eco omy promotes sustainable
development that contributes toward an overall harmonious society, redefi ing perpetual
economic growth whil remaining competitive. By modeling ecosystems, a economy
can be designed that is more regenerative, resource-efficient, sustainable, and competitive
in the marketplace. The Circular Economy is inspired by nature, and it encourages the
incorporation of practices such as ensuring product integrity to keep them at their highest
utility, keeping materials and resources in the economy while preserving its value, mini-
mizing waste, and decoupling economic growth from resource use. Its genesis in Europe
was motivated by not only achieving sustainability and sustainable development; it also
includes the goal to eradicate social injustices, such as poverty, inequality, and environmen-
tal degradation. However, sustainability is still defined by its three pillars: environment,
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Cir ular Economy. It has an ndigenous philosophi al base, to inspire deep structural
chang a d transfor th social and ec nomic framework of societies all over the globe.
It is more han a sense of sustainability and environmentalism; it is a way of life grounded
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āi and the Circula Ec nomy contribute important aspects to strive
for balance that is sorely needed hange the trajectory of humani y away from resource
depletio and damage, and toward a bala ced, susta nable future.
As the natur l systems of our world ar entering a peri d of unprecedent d change be-
c use of the impac of the lin ar economy, indivi ual communities and global participants
of our economy must implement local and regional intervent ons. We must empower and
build upon the diverse kno ledge systems, cultural practices, and scientific understand-
ings of our world to rapidly change course. Engaging and uplifting indigenous knowledge
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CE can p ovide a broader set of solutions nd possible futures for our world than either
can alone.
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